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DISCUSSIONS
Constitution is Identity
HAROLDW. NOONAN

I
In his interesting article "Constitution is not Identity" (1992) Mark Johnston
argues that (in a sense soon to be explained) constitution is distinct from identity.
In what follows I dispute Johnston's contention.
In this section I explain what is at issue and the main positive argument Johnston gives for his position. In ? II I suggest that an argument for the thesis that
constitution is identity (hereafter thesis (CII)) which Johnston describes as
"especially worthy of respect", is, in fact, even more worthy of respect than he
thinks, since his criticisms of it fail. In ? III I emphasize a (surprisingly
neglected) argument of David Lewis's for a four-dimensional metaphysic and
attempt to bring home the implausibility of maintaining the distinctness of constitution and identity within the context of such a metaphysic (in this section I
draw on, and put to my own use, a recent discussion by Peter Simons (1991)).
Finally I suggest, in ? IV, that the vagueness of de re modal statements cannot be
accommodated satisfactorily within Johnston's position (in this section I am
heavily indebted to Christopher Hughes (1986) and Ernest Sosa (1987)).
Johnston begins with Gibbard's well-known example (1975) of 'Goliath and
Lumpl. Goliath is a statue and Lumpl is the piece of clay from which it is made.
Goliath and Lumpl coincide at all times at which either exists. Unless we are prepared to accept that purely material entities of identical material constitution at
all times may nonetheless be distinct, we must accept that Goliath and Lumpl are
identical. Yet there are modal predicates true of Lumpl which are false of Goliath,
and modal predicates true of Goliath which are false of Lumpl. For example,
Lumpl might have been squeezed into a ball and not destroyed, which is not true
of Goliath. On the other hand, Goliath might have had its arms and calves
replaced by new parts and continued to exist, which is not true of Lumpl.
Similar examples occur frequently in the literature and they present philosophers with an uncomfortable choice. Thesis (CII), i.e. the thesis that purely

material entities of identical material constitutionat all times cannot be distinct
merelyin virtue of differencesin modal, dispositional or counterfactualproperties, is a very plausible one, but in cases such as that of Goliath and Lumpl it
seems to be in conflict with Leibniz's Law. Hence we must either reject (CII) or
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offer an account of modal predicationwhich shows the conflict with Leibniz's
Law to be merely apparent.
Johnstontakes the firstof these options because he thinksthat (CII) is not sufficientlywell-supportedto justify offeringan accountof modalpredicationwhich
gives it a special status.However, as he notes, many philosophers-he mentions
Lewis (1971), Gibbard(1975), Gupta (1980) and Robinson (1982)-disagree,
and an accountof modal predicationis available which allows (CII) to be maintainedin the face of these cases.
This account,to putit in a nutshell,is thatmodalpredicatesarewhatI haveelsewhere(1991) called (for good historicalreasons)Abelardianpredicates,wherean
Abelardianpredicateis a predicatewhose reference(i.e. thepropertyor (Fregean)
conceptdenotedby it) can be affectedby the subjecttermto which it is attached.
Accepting this suggestionmakes it possible to maintainthatLumplis identical
with Goliath even though it is true that Lumpl might have been squeezed into a
ball and not destroyed,but false thatGoliathmight have been squeezedinto a ball
and not destroyed, for one can say that the propertydenoted by the predicate
"mighthave been squeezed into a ball and not destroyed"in the true sentence
"Lumplmight have been squeezed into a ball and not destroyed"is not the same
propertyas that denoted by that predicatein the false sentence "Goliathmight
have been squeezed into a ball and not destroyed".
In fact, it is easy to see that acceptanceof the Abelardiancharacterof modal
predicationis not merely an option for the defenderof (CII), it is the only option
availableto him. Thatis, a necessary commitmentof the view thatconstitutionis
identityis thatmodal predicatesareAbelardian.
The most well-known developmentof the idea thatmodal predicatesareAbeaccount of modal predication,as
lardianis David Lewis's counterpart-theoretic
this was revised to allow for a variety of counterpartrelations.On Lewis's view
"couldhave been squeezed into a ball and not destroyed"standsfor the property
has a counterpartunderthe statue counterpartrelationwhich is squeezedinto a
ball and not destroyedwhen attachedto "Goliath",and stands for the property
has a counterpartunderthe mattercounterpartrelationwhich is squeezedinto a
ball and not destroyedwhen attachedto "Lumpl".Since the statue counterpart
relationand the mattercounterpartrelationincorporatedifferentrespects of similarity,these are differentproperties.
interpretationof
However,as Lewis himself stresses,the counterpart-theoretic
modal predicationis merely one way of puttingflesh onto the bare bones of the
skeletal idea thatmodal predicatesare Abelardian(in Lewis's terminologywhat
I am calling the Abelardiancharacterof modal predicationis whathe refersto as
"theinconstancyof representationde re").The skeletalidea can be fleshed out in
otherways (as it is, for example, by Gupta).'Moreover,the notion of an AbelardI However, the thesis that modal predicatesareAbelardiandoes provide an argument
for thinkingthatsome reductiveaccountof modality (if not Lewis's some other)must be
correct.For otherwiseit will be impossibleto give non-Abelardian,i.e. context-independent, specifications of the properties contextually designated by modal predicates like
"couldhave been squeezed into a ball and not destroyed".
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ian predicateis not applicablejust to the case of modality,it can be appliedmore
generally,and thereare uncontroversialexamples. One such is Quine's predicate
"was so-calledbecauseof his size". Clearly,this predicateis Abelardian:it stands
for the propertybeing called "Giorgione"because of his size when attachedto
the name "Giorgione"and for the propertybeing called "Barbarelli"because of
his size when attachedto the name "Barbarelli".
Quine'spredicateis an example of an Abelardianpredicatewhose referenceis
determinedby the spelling of the singularterm to which it is attached.But the
view of modal predicationto which I am suggesting that the defenderof (CII) is
committedis thatmodal predicatesareAbelardianpredicateswhose referenceis
determinedby a componentof the sense of the subjectexpression to which they
are attached.And it is this difference,on this view, that accountsfor the fact that
modal predicates, unlike Quine's predicate, make sense in combination with
quantifierphrases,and not only in combinationwith singularterms.
The straightforwardargumentagainst (CII) which Johnstongives, therefore,
can be resisted. However, Johnstonthinks that it should not be resisted, for he
thinksthatthere is, in fact, no good reasonto accept (CII).
It is unclear,I think,why the fact thatdenying (CII)entails acknowledgingthat
Goliath is distinct from Lumpl should not, by itself, count as a good reason for
acceptingit. For, as Lewis suggests, it reeks of double-countingto say thatGoliath and Lumpl are distinct.But there is an argumentfor (CII) which Johnstonis
preparedto acknowledge would be a good argumentexcept for the weaknesses
he claims to be able to expose in it. In the next section I claim thatthis argument
is not vulnerablein the way Johnstonthinks thatit is.

II

The argumentJohnstonthinks worthyof respectproceeds by way of the following principle(I follow Johnston'snumbering):
(8) If y is a paradigmF andx is intrinsicallyexactly like y thenx is an F.
Supposenow, for reductio,thatGoliathand Lumplare distinct.Goliathis a paradigm statue of Goliath, and Lumpl is intrinsicallyexactly like Goliath. By (8),
Lumpl is a statue of Goliath. Hence there must be, not merely two coincident
material objects where Goliath is, but two coincident statues. But, Johnston is
preparedto accept, this is intolerable.Hence, given (8), Goliath and Lumplcannot be distinct.
However,Johnstonthinks,this argumentcan be resisted,for it can be seen that
(8) is false. (8) is false because if it were true,the following would also be true:
(9) If y is a paradigmF and x is an entity that differs from y in any respect
relevantto being an F only very minutely,thenx is an F.
But that (9) is false, Johnstonargues, can be seen by consideringPeter Unger's
(1981) "problemof the many".
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The firstpoint to note, in orderto see what is wrong with Johnston'scriticism
of this argumentfor (CII), is that(8) is obviouslyfalse for reasonsJohnstonhimself points out, in passing, and can be seen to be so quite independentlyof considerationof the "problemof the many".
First, it is clear that for many concepts it is a necessarycondition of a thing's
being an F thatit has a certaintype of causal origin. Plausibly,this is trueof statues. Consequently(8) is not generallytrue.
Again, in the case of some conceptsa maximalityrequirementapplies:nothing
can be an F if it is a properpartof an F. Once more, this is plausiblytrueof statues
(thoughnot, as Johnstonnotes, of tablesor crowns). Consequently,for this reason
also, (8) must be rejected.
But, of course, the fact that (8) is false for these reasons is no objection to the
argumentfor (CII)underconsideration.For,since Lumplhas the same causalorigin as Goliath,and is not a properpartof anythingwhich is a statue(unless Goliathis), a version of (8) revised to take accountof these qualificationscan take the
place of (8) in the argumentwithoutweakeningit in any way.
Johnston's claim, however, is (or must be) that the criticism of (8) which
derives from considerationof Unger's "problemof the many" applies equally
well to any revised version of (8) which could replace (8) in this argumentfor
(CII).It is this I wish to dispute.
In particular,I shall arguethatJohnstongives no reasonto deny the following
version of (8):
(8*) If y is a paradigmF and x is intrinsicallyexactly like y and x does not
partly overlap any F then x is an F.
Nor does he give any reason to deny the following version of (9):
(9*) If y is a paradigmF and x is an entity thatdiffers from y in any respect
relevantto being an F only very minutelyandx does not partlyoverlap
any F then x is an F.
But (8*) can replace (8) in the argumentfor (CII) under considerationwithout
any weakeningin its force.
Unger's "problemof the many"begins with the observationthat:
(10) In the closest vicinity of any paradigmmiddle-sizedmaterialF thereare
usuallyvery manyentities thatdiffer only minimallyfrom the paradigm
in any respect.
So considera cloud, c. A cloud consists of waterdroplets,and will be surrounded
by water droplets. In the closest vicinity of c, then, there will be many cloudshapedcollections of waterdroplets.Some of these will be properpartsof c, differing from c, perhaps,by only one water droplet.Otherswill be collections of
waterdropletsof which c is a properpart,differingfrom c perhapsby only one
waterdroplet.Given (9), each of these collections is a cloud. Hence, it seems, in
the closest vicinity of c there must be many clouds-albeit highly coincident,

2 The requirementof an appropriatecausal origin must, of course, be taken as read.
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almost completely overlapping. But this is false. Hence, Johnston argues, the
"problemof the many"shows that (9)-and hence (8)-must be rejected.
As Johnston notes, in this argumentclouds are only functioning as a vivid
example. The argumentcan be run for any materiallycomplex type of thing. In
fact, of course, the problemis a familiarone, discussed, for example, by Geach
andChisholmas well as by Unger,all of whom have offeredtheirown solutions.
Johnston's solution to the problem of the many is to say that (9) is false
because it is false that any cluster of watermolecules constituting,or capableof
constitutinga cloud, can itself be a cloud. Suppose the cloud c is constitutedby
cluster koand there are a numberof almost exactly similar, highly coincident,
almost completely overlapping clusters k,, k2,k3.... Then, Johnston's claim is,
none of ko,kI... is a cloud, since none is a substancebut a mere quantityof matter.
Hence (9) is false. What is trueis:
(9') If y is a paradigmF and x is an entity that differs from y in any respect
relevantto being an F only very minutelyand x is of the right category,
i.e. is not a mere quantityor piece of matter,then x is an F.
Similarly,(8) is not true,ratherwhat is true is:
(8') If y is a paradigmF and x is intrinsicallyexactly like y and x is of the
rightcategory, i.e. not a merequantityor piece of matter,thenx is an F.
But (8') providesno groundfor claiming thatLumplis a statue.
Now it is essential to Johnston'sposition that this solution to the problemof
the many is not merely one solution among many,but the only possible solution,
thatis, that,as he puts it, recognizinga distinctionof categorybetween a material
object and the matterwhich constitutesit, "is crucialin dealing with the problem
of the many".
I shall argue, against this, that anothersolution is possible. First, however, I
wish to show that whetheror not this is so, Johnston'sown solution to the problem of the many comes at an unacceptablyhigh price. This can be seen by reflecting on the vagueness of "cloud".
Because "cloud"is vague we cannot say that in the situationJohnstonimagines cloud c is determinatelyconstitutedby ko.It is indeterminatewhetherthe
cloud is constitutedby koor k, or k2.... Hence it is indeterminateexactly wherethe
cloud is. Now one temptingview is thatthe indeterminacyin this situationis due
to vaguenessin language.The word"cloud"is vague andtherearemanydifferent
sharpenings,or legitimateways of precisifyingit. On one such sharpeningkoconstitutesthe cloud in the situation,on anotherk, does so, and so on. But this is not
because the cloud is a vague object whose boundariesare indeterminate.It is
becausethereare manycandidatesfor being the cloud; one exactly constitutedby
ko,one exactly constitutedby k,, and so on.
But if this is the correct account of the indeterminacy in this situationnamely,thatit is due to linguistic vagueness and not at all to any vagueness in the
world-then Johnston'sassertion, that it is recognizing the distinction of category between a materialobject and the matterwhich constitutesit which is crucial to dealingwith the problemof the many,is false. If Johnston'scontentionthat
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none of ko,k,, k2...is of the right category to be a cloud, i.e. that none is a cloud
on any sharpening,is true then the indeterminacyin the situation can only be
explainedby recognizingin additionto ko,k1...anotherclass of entities, cO,c,, c2...
(where co is exactly constitutedby ko,cl is exactly constitutedby k, and so on)
which are of the rightcategoryto qualify as clouds, and which are such thateach
is a cloud on some legitimate sharpening.But once we acknowledge this additional ontological commitmentthe problemof the many resurfaces,and creates
as much perplexityfor the defenderof (9 ) as for the defenderof (9).
Of course, Johnstoncan respondto this line of argumentby rejectingthe linguistic theory of vagueness. He may say that in the situationenvisaged the only
entities presentare:a vague object c (which is determinatelydenotedby the singularterm"thecloud")and the variousquantitiesof matterko,k,, k2....The indeterminacy is due to the vagueness of the object c and not to that of the word
"cloud"andhence, althoughit is indeterminatewhetherkoor k, or k2... constitutes
the cloud it is determinatelytruethatonly one cloud is present,since none of ko,
kIetc., is of the right categoryto be the cloud.
The possibility of this responsehas to be granted,but all it means is thatJohnston's solution can work, but only if it is part of a package deal, including an
acceptance of an ontology of (compositionally) vague objects. I now wish to
arguethatthis price (an unacceptablyhigh one, I think)does not need to be paid
to solve the problemof the many.
The first point to note in this connection is that, as already pointed out, the
problemof the many is a familiarone and Johnston'ssolution is not the only one
on the table.
The datumwhich has to be explainedis thatthereis only one cloud in the situation envisaged. But, granted this datum, it does not follow without further
assumptionsthat there is only one cloud countingby identity,which is takenfor
grantedby Johnston.
It is a deeply engrainedconviction in many philosophicalcircles thatif x is an
F andy is an F and x and y are not identical then x and y cannot legitimatelybe
counted as one F. According to this philosophical view, when counting Fs one
mustcount them as one if and only if they are identical.But, in fact, it is perfectly
possible to count by a relationweakerthan,i.e. not entailing,identity.SupposeR
is a relationweaker than identity which holds among Fs and which sorts the Fs
into equivalence classes (as, for example, the relation being the same height as
sortsmen into equivalenceclasses in respectof theirheight). Then one can count
Fs accordingto the rule thatFs x and y are to be countedas one just in case xRy.
To do so one assigns the numberone to any F and to any F which bearsR to that
F, and to no otherF, one assigns the numbertwo to any F to which a numberhas
not been assigned, to any F which bearsR to it and to no otherF, and so on. The
numberfinally arrivedat will be the count of Fs in the domainunderconsideration when counting by R, and if it can be true thatxRy even if x is not identical
with y this numbermay obviously be smaller than the numberarrivedat when
countingby identity.
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This is a point which has been takenon boardby severalphilosophers,including Lewis (1983) and Robinson (1985), who appealto it to lessen the implausibility of a "multipleoccupancy"analysis of personalidentity "fission"cases. It
has also been suggestedas a solutionto the problemof the manyby Geach (1980)
and Chisholm (1986). Since Chisholm's position on this is, perhaps,somewhat
less well-understoodthan Geach's, let me quote him. In the following passage
(1986, p. 70) Chisholmis arguingthatthe following principleis false:
If there is an x and there is a y which are such that (a) x is other thany,
(b) x is an F and (c) y is an F, then thereare at least two things, each of
which is an F.
Chisholmwrites:
Consider a simple example. Every dog has a smaller dog as a proper
part-say, that dog which is like the originaldog except for not having
its tail, or thatdog which is like the originaldog except for only having
a part of the original tail. The smaller dog is obviously other than the
bigger one-for it is a properpartof the bigger one and nothingis identical with a properpartof itself. Hence we have an x and a y which are
such that (a) x is otherthan y, (b) x is a dog and (c) y is a dog-but the
situationinvolves only one dog.
The point here is not thatChisholm'ssolution to the problemof the many is necessarily correct,but merely thatthereareothersolutionsthanJohnston'son offer,
so thatgiven, as we have seen, the high price thathas to be paid (the existence of
vagueness in the world) if Johnston'ssolution is to be accepted, it surely needs
strongersupportthanhe provides.
In fact, this point can be pressed further.For anothersolution to the problem
of the many is availablewhich accepts thatthereis just one cloud in the situation
envisaged even counting by identity.
A plausibleprinciplegoverningthe concept of a cloud, and otherconcepts for
which the problemof the many can arise, is thattherecannotbe two distinctbut
highly coincidentclouds, thatis, thatfor anyx andy, if x is a cloud andy is a cloud
andx is distinctfromy thenx is not highly coincidentwith y. Turningthis around
we get the following sufficientconditionfor identityfor clouds:
(11) For any x andy, if x is a cloud andy is a cloud andx is highly coincident
with y then x is identical with y.
If this principle is determinatelytrue then any sharpeningof the concept of a
cloud (or rather,of the word "cloud")must conformto it. Hence, in the situation
envisaged, any one of ko,k1etc., may be a cloud undersome sharpening,but no
two can be clouds underthe same sharpening.Therefore,underany sharpening
it will be determinatelytruethatthereis just one cloud in the situationenvisaged
countingby identity,even if Johnston'scontentionthatno merecollection of matter can be a cloud is rejected.
Of course, althoughgiven principle(11) k1cannotbe a cloud underany sharpening of the concept underwhich it applies to ko,a sharpeningunderwhich the
concept applies to kowill be no betterthan one underwhich it applies to kl, and
therecould never be any good practicalreason for sharpeningthe concept in the
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one directionratherthan the other.Hence, if this solution to the problemof the
many is accepted, we have to regardthe vagueness of "cloud",not as a consequence of a mere failureto make mattersmore precise, but as a necessarycondition of the avoidanceof arbitrariness.(For,if a sharpeningon which kobut not k,
was a cloud was introduced,no reasoncould be given why thatsharpeningshould
be preferredto one underwhich k1 but not kowas a cloud. In fact, such a sharpening could not be introducedexcept by listing the entities which were to be
countedas clouds. Hence such a sharpenedconcept of cloud would not be learnable by ostendingparadigms.It understatesthe point, then, to say thatgiven principle (11) the vagueness of "cloud"is a necessary condition of the avoidance of
arbitrariness;in fact, it is a necessary conditionof its leamabilityby ostension.)
The solutionto the problemof the manyjust suggested,of course, entails that
(8) and (9) must be rejected,but it gives no reasonfor rejecting(8*) and (9*), and
if (8*) is trueLumplis a statueif Goliath is.
The conclusion of this section, then, is that the argumentfor (CII) based on
principle(8) cannotbe underminedby appeal to the problemof the many in the
way Johnstonthinks. It is, as he suggests, especially worthy of respect. In fact,
thereseems to be no good reason why it should not be accepted.

III

I now wish to turnto anotherline of argumentfor (CII).As Johnstonnotes, (CII)
is bound to appearto be a trivialityto anyone who accepts that materialobjects
are four-dimensionalsummationsof temporalparts ("perdurers"in the recently
introducedJohnstonianterminology).But, he suggests, no argumentfor (CII)can
be based on this since "thismetaphysicalview of continuantsis plausible only if
are true."Any argumentfor (CII) from
particularclaims like ["Lumpl=Goliath"]
the four-dimensionalmetaphysic,he suggests, must be question-begging.
However, I think that this suggestion neglects the fact that the four-dimensionalmetaphysiccan be motivatedindependentlyof the acceptanceof particular
identity claims like "Lumpl=Goliath".The argumentI wish to recommendis a
strangelyneglected one (which, therefore,I quote fully) statedby David Lewis
(1983, pp. 76-77).
Lewis's argumentgoes as follows (he is arguingfor the particularclaim that
persons are summationsof person-stages but the argumentobviously generalizes):
First:it is possible thata person-stagemight exist. Suppose it to appear
out of thin air then vanish again.
Second: it is possible that two person-stagesmight exist in succession,
one right after the other,but withoutoverlap. Further,the qualitiesand
locations of the second at its appearancemight exactly match those of
the first at its disappearance.Here I rely on a patchworkprinciple for
possibility:if it is possible thatX happenintrinsicallyin a spatio-tempo-
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ral region, and if it is likewise possible that Y happen in a region, then
also it is possible thatboth X and Y happenin two distinct but adjacent
regions.

Third:extending the previous point, it is possible that there might be a
world of stages that is exactly like our own world in its point-by-point
distributionof intrinsiclocal qualitiesover space and time. Fourth:further, such a world of stages might also be exactly like our own in its
causalrelationsbetween local mattersof particularfact. For nothingbut
the distributionof local qualities constrainsthe patternof causal relations.
Fifth:then such a worldof stages would-beexactly like ourown simpliciter. There are no featuresof our world except those that superveneon
the distributionof local qualitiesand theircausal relations.
Sixth: then our world is a world of stages. In particular,person-stages
exist.

Seventh:but personsexist, too, and persons(in most cases) are not person-stages. They last too long. Yet persons and person-stages,like tables and table-legs, do not occupy spatio-temporalregions twice over.
That can only be because they are not distinct.They are part-identical;
in other words, the person-stagesare partsof the person.
I suggest thatthere are two points aboutthis argumentthatcan be made at once.
First, up to and including stage six, it is irresistible.Second, up to and including
stage six, it does not beg the questionagainstthe opponentof (CII). Of course, it
is precisely the move from stage six to stage seven that opponentsof (CII) like
Johnstonmust resist. What I now want to do is to highlight the implausibilityof
accepting the conclusion of stage six of Lewis's argumentwhilst refusing to
move to stage seven.
It will be helpful hereto look at some thoughtsof PeterSimons (1991). Simons
takes up a comparisonLewis makes between opponentsof the four-dimensional
metaphysicand a groupof villagers who insist thatthe whole of a long roadis in
theirlittle village since not one lane is missing. Thatis, they only count lanes and
not cross- sectional segments as parts.
Simons takes up the comparisonand defends the villagers. Their ontology is
not poorer than ours, he claims, it is simply different. We say that the road has
both lanes and segments as parts and we are right. They speak of an entity they
call, let us say, "R",which has lanes as partsbut no segments, and they are right,
too. Suppose the roadis merely a dirttrackas it passes throughthe village. Then
we can say, correctly,that the partof the road only in the village is a dirt track.
And the villagers can say, correctly,that it is not the case that the partof R only
in the village is a dirt track(since there is no such thing as the partof R only in
the village). There is no contradictionhere since we and they are talking of different things. Nor are they, in any clear sense, Simons suggests, conceptually
impoverished;for every one of our spatially unqualified statements about the
road's segments there is a correspondingspatially qualified statementavailable
to them aboutR. Thus when we say thatthe partof the roadonly in the village is
a dirt track,they can say thatR is a dirt trackas it passes throughthe village-
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wherethis spatialqualifierfunctionsas temporalqualifiersdo in the view of those
who deny thatcontinuantshave temporalparts.
Simons suggests anothercomparison.Considera solid cone going down from
the surface area into the centre of the earth. Now consider an entity which is
wholly presentat each depth-the bearing. We will say thatthe partof the cone
only at a certaindepth is, say, clay. Someone whose ontology includes bearings
but not cones (call him a "depthist")must deny that the partof the bearingonly
at thatdepthis clay, since he must deny thatthereis any such part,but he can say
insteadthatthe bearingis clay at that depth.
Now the lesson Simons wishes to drawfrom-theseexamples is one of Camapian tolerance.Just as we can allow that there are both roads and entities like R,
and cones and bearings, so we can allow that there are both four-dimensional
Lewisean perdurersand three-dimensionalcontinuants.The Lewisean ontology
is not wrong, but nor is our everyday ontology of continuants.Nor do Lewisean
perdurersand continuantscompete for space-they occupy the same spatio-temporalregion, only conceptualizedin differentways. Hence, while Lewis's argument up to stage six can be accepted,thereis no compulsionto move from stage
six to stage seven.
However,I thinkthatthe lesson to be drawnfrom Simons's examples is quite
different-not Camapiantolerancebut Davidsoniancharity.
Given that there are such things as roads how can there be such entities as R
whose only parts are lanes? Why should we accept that there are such things?
Similarly,given that there are such things as cones, why should we accept that
thereare such things as bearings?
The villagers say thatR is a dirt trackin the village, but they insist thatthis is
not becausethereis a partof R only in the village which is a dirttrack.Hence they
claim thatthereis something-R-running throughthe village which has no part
only in the village. Why should we take their word for it? Perhapswe can take it
thatwhat they mean when they say "Thereis somethingrunningthroughour village which has no partonly in the village" is true.But since we ourselves areunable to perceive any such entity why should we take their word for it thatwhat we
would mean by saying "Thereis something runningthroughthe village which
has no partonly in the village" is true?Why should we rathernot conclude that
since they are insisting on something which, interpretedhomophonically,is, by
our lights, obviously false, the homophonic interpretationshould be rejected?
Similarlyin the cone/bearingcase. When the depthistsinsist that there is something-a bearing-wholly present at each depth why should we take their word
for it? Since, interpretedhomophonically, they are saying something which is
obviously false, why should we rathernot conclude that the homophonic interpretationis wrong?
This is whatLewis suggests in a passage Simons quotes;the villagersarenot to
be interpretedhomophonically.Rather,they shouldbe interpretedas meaningless
thanwe do by "part"since they do not recognisepartscut crosswise. Hence, when
they say thatthereis an entityrunningthroughtheirvillage which has no partonly
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presentin the village they are speakingcorrectly,since all they mean is thatevery
lane extendsbeyondthe village. Mutatismutandisfor the claims of the depthists.
The examples, then, are not examples of communitieswho recognise entities
which really exist but have simply not been noticed or thoughtof by us. Rather,
they are examples of communitieswhose conceptualresources,as expressed in
theirlanguages,are impoverished.For they do not have any wordfor the full concept of part which we possess.
But if this is the correctthingto say aboutSimons's examples, as it seems clear
case is
that it is, then the conclusiop to be drawnabout the perdurer/continuant
also not the irenic one he suggests. Rather,what we must say is that if, indeed,
thereareperdurers,as Lewis's argumentto stage six is designedto establish,then
therearenot also continuants.People, statues,tables and so on, do have temporal
parts and those who deny this are either mistaken, or not to be interpreted,by
Lewiseans at least, homophonically.Of course, this conclusionmay seem unpalatable. But then the point that must be questionedis whetherLewis's argument
does establishthe existence of perdurers.If it does, as I believe, then the move to
stage seven-the conclusionthatpeople, statues,and so on areperdurers-is irresistible. And, of course, to come back to the main point of this section, if this is
accepted, (CII) must be acceptedalso.

IV

I now turnto my final line of argumentfor (CII), which draws heavily on work
of ChristopherHughes (1986).
As we saw at the outset, the main considerationagainst(CII) is thatthereis an
apparentlystraightforward
argumentagainstit, via Leibniz'sLaw,which can only
be resistedby interpretingmodalpredicationasAbelardian.Thereasonputforward
for acceptingthis interpretationof modal predicationis thatit avoids ontological
inflation,but in cases like thatof GoliathandLumplit might seem thatthe degree
of ontological inflationthathas to be acceptedby an opponentof (CII) is a price
well worthpayingforretentionof the standardaccountof modalpredication.What
I wantto arguenow is thatthe degreeof ontologicalinflationthatmustbe accepted
by a defenderof the standardaccountof modal predicationis far greaterthanthe
case of GoliathandLumplmakesevident,andthatthis degreeof ontologicalinflation cannot be regarded,by any sensible person, as a price well worthpaying.
To begin with, consider again the case of a compositionally vague general
term,like "cloud"or (following Hughes) "lake".3

3 As in section IIthe argumentto follow proceeds on the assumptionthat vagueness
has its source in language, not the world. It may, therefore,be resisted by a believer in
vagueness-in-re.This does not seem to me to be much of a point against it. Anyhow, it
shouldbe notedthatthis qualificationdoes not need to be made aboutthe second argument
in this section (centringon the concept of a snowdiscball).
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In the closest vicinity of any lake L therewill be numerouscollections of water
molecules, largely overlapping,differing,perhaps,by only one molecule. If we
sharpenour concept of a lake in a particularway, L will be constitutedby one of
these collections, if in anotherway, by another,and so on. Let us supposethattwo
such sharpeningsare lac and lacus. Now let us suppose that in the region where
a particularlake-Lake Laguna-is located the lac and the lacus are very largely
overlapping,but not coincident, and so clearly distinct. It will be indeterminate
exactly where Lake Lagunais and exactly which collection of water molecules
constitutesit, because it will be indeterminatewhether"Lake Laguna"refers to
the lac in the region or to the lacus. SimilarLy,it will be indeterminatewhich
modal predicatesare trueof Lake Laguna,since the modal predicatestrueof the
lac will differ from those true of the lacus. But this, so far, is entirely consistent
with the standardview of modal predication,since the lac and the lacus, being
only partlycoincident,are clearly distinct.
But considernow a situationwhere thereis anotherlake, Lake Laguna*,very
like Lake Laguna, except that where Lake Laguna* is located the water molecules are so disposed that a lac and a lacus are, as before, both present,but this
time, are wholly coincident. However, it will still be true that different modal
predicationsare true of the lac and the lacus and so it will still be indeterminate,
in virtueof this, which modal predicatesare trueof Lake Laguna*.
This situation,clearly enough, is logically on a par with that of Goliath and
Lumpland our options are the same:we must eitherinsist that,despite theircoincidence, the lac and the lacus are distinct, or accept the Abelardiancharacterof
modal predication.The differencebetween the two cases, however, is that there
is no plausibilityin this lattercase in claiming thatwe arejustifiedin recognizing
the non-identitybecause of the fundamentaldistinctionin ontological category
between the two things:as Johnstonstresses, Goliathis an artefactand Lumplis
a mere quantityor piece of matter,but since the terms"lac"and "lacus"are both
merely sharpenings of "lake", the lacus and its coincident lac, in the Lake
Laguna*region, cannot belong to differentontological categories. Hence, even
if, as Johnstoninsists, "withinour scheme of persistingobjects and theirconstituent pieces or quantities of matter there are systematic reasons to distinguish
objectsfromthe matterwhich constitutesthem",these reasonsdo not applyto the
case of the lacus and its coincident lac. But if we accept the identityin this case,
and hence the Abelardiancharacterof modal predication, it can no longer be
thought of as a merely ad hoc response on the part of the defender of (CII) to
appealto this notion to block the Goliath/Lumplargumentagainsthis position.
The implausibilityof acceptingthatthe lacus andits coincidentlac aredistinct
is heightened, moreover, once we appreciatethat if we do so we will have to
acceptnot merely two coincidentobjects whereLakeLaguna*is, but manymore,
for there will be many other sharpenings of "lake" under which fall entities
exactly coincident with the coincident lacus and lac. And, of course, the point
generalizes.
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So, as Hughes puts it, if we accept the standard,non-Abelardian,view of
modal predicationto account for the vagueness of de re modal predicationwe
have to accept that"manya world-lineis a crowded place".
The same point can be seen in another way (here I am indebted to Sosa
(1987)). In fact we employ a particularset of artefactconcepts, but clearly we
could have employed a slightly different set. Thus we talk, for example, of
"snowballs",where what is requiredfor the persistenceof a snowball is the persistence of a roughly sphericallump of snow. A snowball is destroyedonce the
lump is flattenedinto a disc shape.
Clearly,however,we could talkof "snowdiscballs",wherewhatis requiredfor
the persistenceof a snowdiscballis less demanding;merely thatthe lump of snow
remainseitherin a ball shape or a disc shape.The concept of a snowdiscballis as
legitimateas the concept of a snowball and, in fact, in many cases where a snowball is presentthere will also be presentan all-times-coincidentsnowdiscball(in
every case, that is, in which the snowball is not made from a previously disc
shapedpiece of snow or destroyedby flatteningit into a disc shape).But to hold,
in such a situation,that two, at-all-times-coincident,entities are present seems
clearlyabsurd.It cannotbe justifiedby insistingon the systematicreasonsfor distinguishingpieces of matterfrom the objects which constitutethem. And, again,
if we acceptthatin such a situationtherearetwo coincidententities, we arebound
to accept many more, for, once one gets the idea, it is very easy to invent other
variationson the concept of a snowdiscball.The point obviously generalizes to
otherartefactconcepts.
The position, then, is thatif we insist on the standard,non-Abelardian,account
of modal predication,which underpinsthe argumentagainst (CII), it will not be
enough to allow that there is a systematic distinctionbetween pieces of matter
and the physical objects they constitute,we will also have to accept that within
the category of physical objects constitutedby pieces of matterit is possible for
two distinctphysical objectsto be at all times coincident,andin fact we will have
to accept that not only can this be the case, but it is always the case-whenever
we are prone to speak of there being one physical object of a certainsort, there
are, in fact, many, always coincident, physical objects of similar sorts distinguished only by their modal, dispositional or counterfactualproperties.But, I
submit,this degree of ontological inflation is too high a price to pay to preserve
the standardaccountof modal predication.Yet once we rejectthataccountwe no
longer have any good argumentfor non-identityeven in the case of Goliath and
Lumpl;we can, therefore,embrace(CII) withoutqualms.
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